
 
  

 

November 3, 2016   

PRESERVATION OF TRADITIONS 

FOR A FUTURE  

WILBER NEBRASKA WELCOMES YOU!   ARRIVE ANY TIME! 

THE INVITATION… 

was for the world of the past presently invites you in present time to 

why the boat floated for a journey across an ocean, meadows to prairies 

and to the rolling hills of Nebraska to establish a town called Wilber. 

Traditions preserved for a present day to bring you the villages of Czech. 

It was not a stop-over for those that settled.   Those that followed the map 

or maps to settle in Wilber, Nebraska with other Czech’s followed the 

directions for a new future.  Upon a visit to the town of Wilber, Nebraska, 

along with learning about Czech villages you learn about the unique daily 

clothing wear of the villages of Czech.  Each town in Czech has or had a 

uniform of traditional dress so others may identify where a person lived.  

A visit to the Wilber Czech Museum displays many of the uniform 

traditional dress of Czech.  Brightly colorful fabric in design individualized 

for each village. The Czech dress to the below left is of a single young  

WILBER, NEBRASKA UNITED STATES 

USA AND CZECH IN NEBRASKA 
Ever wonder where some things come from?  

 The past to the present that follow in an orderly direction. 

BOBBY LEFT 

A Positive Message On 

An Unexpected Exit Out.  

A recorded last speech given by 

Bobby Kennedy on push-button 

before being assassinated sets in a 

new edition of the town next to 

the town museum. Bobby 

comments on how Czech 

community is a wonderful host 

and accent to the United States.  

John Glenn is also featured on the 

push button recording that 

visitors can push to hear history 

that was recorded in the small 

town of Wilber, Nebraska.

 

maiden from one of the 

villages.  How could I tell 

she’s single?  Her head dress 

symbolized her marital 

status. If a bonnet was worn 

instead of the wreath clothed 

decoration upon her head 

the bonds of marriage was 

symbolized to warn off other 

possible suitors to keep a 

Czech of Czech in line.    

   A village’s diary hand 

written in Czech displayed in 

an old leather bound book. 

Marionette’s of the past, 

dolls with costumes of some 

of the villages displayed are  
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among some of the many displayed cultural heritages 

that crossed and cross an ocean to the rolling hills of 

Nebraska.  Additional cultural traditions followed to 

the United States; polka dance accompanied by 

musicians that played the accordions.  Beautiful 

accordions intricately decorated are on display at the 

Czech Museum. Pictured right are two that are behind 

glass on display.  Upon an entrance or exit out of the 

Wilber Czech Museum educational items on cultural 

history are available for purchase that include written 

books (poetry, historical information, children stories, 

stories of Czech history), cookbooks containing 

recipes, a few decorative items and coloring books.   

Recommended Product(s) to Assist in Learning 

Instructions are the coloring books. One small coloring 

book called ‘CZECH, MORAVIAN AND SLOVAK 

Traditional Costumes’ is highly recommended by 

Carol Lee Brunk, Independent Educator Contractor 

owner of www.sightwordsataglance.com .  Why is it 

recommended?  **Easy to follow Instructions. Color in 

with colored pencils, markers, crayons or pastels. Use 

the cross-reference page completely done on the 

opposite page (the visual representation for you to 

replicate) as the easy to follow instructions that 

contains a full colored page of what the costumes 

should look like when done. Putting the colors in the 

same places- you followed the directions.  Note: If the 

person cannot color in exactly the opposite page 

using the exact colors, it is suggested to have the 

person’s eyes checked for color blindness. **Teaches 

Traditional Dress of the Czech Villages. Traditions are 

taught.  From across an ocean traditions, Czech 

traditions are thought about in many areas of the 

United States.  Because not all traditions are known 

where the start or shared country that defines the 

tradition(s)-some countries share the same tradition 

with many different variations or are completely 

different things- i.e. (in example) a tradition may have 

the same name but be a completely different as i.e. a 

Milky Way association to present to some may be the 

candy or a galaxy or both.  Wilber Czech Museum is 

great place to start to learn about the Czech traditions 

that became American traditions for the American 

Czechs. 
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Contact Information on tours of the Wilber Czech Museum  

and Wilber Czech Museum Products  

Ms. Doris Ourecky, 224 N. High, Wilber, NE 68465 

1-402-821-2574   or   1-402-499-0739 Cellular 

dorisourecky@gmail.com 

 

the capacity of 310,000 bushels of several grains at one time.   At present day of 2016, the capacity of the 

Farmers’ Elevator had additional add on silos and houses 2 Million bushels of several grains at one time. 

Corn is one of the grains it stores. Located at the train tracks and filled to its capacity this year 2016.  

Wilber, Nebraska area farmers assist in feeding the World! 

-Writer of article Carol Lee Brunk, Independent Educator Contractor, www.sightwordsataglance.com 

 

Besides the traditions of Czech, the town of Wilber, 

Nebraska is a farmers’ community that feeds the 

World.    AMAZING!  In Wilber, Nebraska’s 

Farmer’s Elevator completed in 1954 houses 

 


